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. Eurowin Solution 2016 CrackQ: Nuxt project: How to test environment before rendering a page? I'm using Nuxt.js to build a website. This is my first time with Nuxt.js and I'm having a hard time figuring it out. What I would like to achieve is when the application is loaded, execute some code, and only then display the website. Here's the code I
want to execute before rendering: export async function getAlertAlerts(evt) { const alerts = await axios.get('/data/alerts/'); if (alerts) { const x = alerts.data await axios.post('/save-alerts', x); } } The execution of axios.get() and axios.post() is tested in the config file of nuxt.js: export default { async beforeStart ({ app }) { const alerts = await
app.nuxt.axios.get('data/alerts/'); if (alerts) { const x = alerts.data await app.nuxt.axios.post('/save-alerts', x); } } } Of course the axios.get() and axios.post() also has been tested in app.js. So the question is: How can I call getAlertAlerts() before rendering the nuxt.js website? A: Import the async function into the index.vue file where you want
to start the code on page load. import getAlertAlerts from './some-file/load-alerts' That should be good enough. A: Well a good thing about Nuxt.js is you are able to use any npm package directly in the Vue component. To run your function before the DOM loads you can import it (along with any other required JS libraries) in your main.vue file:
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